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Atmospheric plasma surface modification for adhesion improvement in
steel-polymer composites
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Siloxane based priming is a widely used approach to match the surface properties in

composite materials. However nowadays, a feasible and interesting alternative to this

wet coupling technique is offered by atmospheric pressure (AP) plasma thin film

deposition being a dry, versatile and easy-to-implement technology.

We have studied the role of atmospheric plasma treatments and thin film deposition

on stainless steel (SS) plates to be used in composite materials. A parallel plate DBD

setup (PlasmaZone®) was used for the plasma deposition of an aminosiloxane.

Applied power, hydrolization/self-condensation degree of the siloxane precursor and

coating thickness were considered as crucial parameters for the adhesion

improvement in composites. A pre-treatment step using N

2

/O

2 

was required to graft

hydroxyl groups on the SS surface to enhance the siloxane bonding to the surface. A

plasma post treatment (N

2

/O

2

, 5min) was done for the curing of the plasma polymer

which was compared to a conventional thermal curing (100°C, 4h). FTIR and XPS

analysis were used for the chemical characterization of the plasma coating. The

majority of the work was carried out by using stainless steel plates and thermoset

epoxy resin composites. A dolly test was used to evaluate the adhesion strength at

the material interface. After plasma process optimization, a significant adhesion

improvement was measured with an adhesion increase from 30±3 MPa for the

untreated surface to more than 50±2 MPa for a plasma treated SS sample. In order to

evaluate the versatility of the plasma siloxane-based chemical modification, the

adhesion for SS plates versus thermoplastic polyamide was studied. By performing

SS symmetric dolly tests, the adhesion improved three times compared to the

untreated surface from 20±3 MPa to more than 60±3 MPa.
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